Kennedy’s offer a comprehensive range of timber finishes providing a
perfectly tailored look to your residential or commercial project.

Timber Finishes
hand brushed

resawn

grey & weathered

rustic

dressed

Kennedy’s unique brushing
technique enhances the
timber’s individual patina
and natural characteristics.
The finished smooth surface
exposes the timber’s history
and can be left to age
naturally or have an oil coat
applied.
Hand Brushed is our most
popular and enduring finish.

This finish is produced
when large timber is sawn
resulting in square or
rectangular cross sections.
Sizes range from standard
posts and beams, primarily
featured
in
domestic
construction, through to
specially requested sizes
required for architectural
purposes and commercial
developments.

Grey
and
Weathered
is the finish of choice
when harmony with the
surrounding environment is
paramount.
The result is the product
of an inherent silver grey
patina stemming from the
natural ageing process.
This finish provides an eco
friendly, low maintenance
solution resulting in a
stunning look.

The Rustic finish offers
a natural look with an
abundance of character. All
nail and bolt holes, natural
scarring and other evidence
of the timber’s history are
left to reveal a distinctive
and rustic appearance.
With no two pieces the
same this finish offers a
natural, warm, rich and
honest look to your timber.

When precise sizing and a
clean look is required, this is
the optimal finish.
This timber is profiled to
tolerances according to
Australian Standards AS
2796.1 producing a timber
finish that is smooth to
touch requiring little or no
sanding.

All Kennedy’s finishes can be pre oiled in our factory prior to delivery with
either of our recommended coatings; Cutex or Cabots Bar D K.
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